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IT’S ALL ABOUT  
THE EXPERIENCE!

› Indoor Team Building
› Outdoor team building
› Evening Entertainment
› Company Away Days
› Summer Fun Days
› Christmas Parties
› Learning & Development



INDOOR EVENTS
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Teamoploy

Escape Rooms

Qubed

Crime Scene Experience

The Apprentices

Cookery Workshops

Wolves of Wall Street

Indoor team building events are ideal for the winter months 
where weather is a big consideration. They can also work well 
as part of a meeting or conference where a quick experience 
is required with minimal set up and disruption.

Indoor teambuilding events such as Starburst and Qubed are 
extremely versatile. They can be set up in small spaces, or the 
actual conference or meeting room. These events are often 
run before or after any business content. We turn the room 
around whilst the groups are at lunch, giving a great change 
and element of surprise on return.
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OUTDOOR EVENTS
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The Crystal Challenge

It’s a Knockout

Country Sports

Treasure Hunts

Totally Wipedout

Soap Box Derby

Bear Grylls Survival

Outdoor teambuilding events are the ideal way to get your 
people outside in the fresh air. They can let their hair down, 
relax and have some serious fun.

Getting out of the office can make a huge difference to team 
motivation and morale. Outdoor teambuilding events brings 
out a great level of energy and enthusiasm, which is always 
migrated back to the workplace. There isn’t much that beats 
team spirit than getting out in the fresh air and enjoying  
yourselves with colleagues, especially when the suns out!
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EVENING EVENTS
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Murder Mystery

Fun Casino

Themed Evenings

Summer Parties & Funfairs

Christmas Parties

Gameshows & Mega Quizzes

Pub Olympics

Evening events come in all shapes and sizes. From activities 
and games; before, during or after dinner, to a fully fledged 
themed experience. GOTO Events offer a huge range of 
evening events to meet each of our clients needs. We turn 
any evening into an experience. Whether it’s a lighthearted 
fun casino, an interactive cocktail making workshop, our high 
energy Generation Game, or interviewing mystery suspects to 
solve a Murder Mystery.We have an experience to suit every 
occasion.
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SUMMER EVENTS
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Company Fun Days

Family Fun Days

Summer Parties & Festivals

Company Away Days

With summer on the horizon and people itching to get  
outside and have some fun, we have a fully comprehensive 
selection of pure fun, relaxed, social events that cater for  
all requirements.

Whether you’re a small team just looking to get together for 
some outdoor enjoyment, or you’re planning a fully fledged 
company / family fun day, or even your very own festival,  
we have a team of seasoned experts who can craft the  
perfect experience.
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SOMETHING SPECIAL
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Survival Island

The Hunted

Great British Bakeathon

Around the World

Incognito Spy Mission

Kidnap Your MD

Looking for something different for your next event? We continue 
to pioneer new team experiences to offer our clients fresh  
exciting activities. Why not hone your cooking skills with our  
expert chefs on the Great British Bakeathon, travel around the 
world in 80 days with themed challenges from every continent, 
track down secret agents on the Incognito Spy Mission, or test 
your teams skills to see if they can conquer Survival Island.

Our friendly team are here to help. Simply give us a call or drop 
us an email to get ideas on what will work for your next event.
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VIRTUAL EVENTS
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Virtual Escape Rooms

Virtual Horse Racing

Virtual Murder Mystery

Virtual Around the World

Virtual Mega Quizzes

Virtual Cooking Events

Virtual events can still be held in conjunction with live events,  
or worked as a hybrid experience with people in different  
locations. Having delivered over 750 virtual events since the  
first lockdown, we have the right event to suit any group.   
All activities are hosted by live compere’s who guarantee you  
a hassle free, upbeat, enjoyable experience where you’ll get 
100% engagement and interaction. Take on our amazing  
escape rooms, try your luck at horse racing, or see if you  
can solve our intriguing murder mystery!
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HYBRID EVENTS
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Hybrid Conference Platforms

Virtual Meeting &  
Event Technology

Hybrid Team Building Events

Company Kickoffs

Hybrid events offer a high tech way of connecting people from 
multiple locations where they can all be part of one united  
experience. This means you can still hold large scale events,  
or avoid the need for people to travel to multiple locations, by 
creating a platform where people can be part of a live event, but 
also join in at a similar level virtually. GOTO Events work with 
multiple partners around the world giving us international scope 
for hybrid events.
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LEARNING & DEVELOPMENT
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GOTO Events offer a full portfolio of interactive learning and  
develop workshops. Each workshop is tailored to your team and 
designed with content to engage their minds in a way that  
messages and values are more powerfully delivered. We call  
this experiential learning. 

All our learning and development platforms are designed to  
improve team and individual performance by developing & increasing 
core skills and knowledge. Solutions and strategies are designed to 
support group and individual objectives, plus increased performance, 
aligned to your organisations overall visions and goals. We dovetail 
the learning outcomes with fun practical experiences to allow teams 
to put the theory into practice and experience the results.
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Team and individual profiling including:

Myers Briggs

Insights Discovery

Belbin Team Roles

DISC

Experiential learning workshops including:

Change Management

High Performance Teamwork

Effective Communication

High Impact Leadership

Together We Can
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WHY GOTO 
EVENTS?
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Provider of choice to 1000’s of  
worldwide companies including:


